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DRIVERLESS VEHICLES MOVING FORWARD 

The early results from one of the world's first 
attempts to explore human interaction with 
driverless cars took place in Greenwich which 
resulted in majority support with some concerns. 
Public reactions indicate 78% support for the idea of 
driverless vehicles on urban streets. 

Further research found that 43%, from a sample size 
of 925, felt positive towards the concept of 
driverless vehicles but 46% were undecided and cited 
key concerns about cyber security (44%) and road 
safety (51%). 
 

 

The public were invited to test prototype vehicles and services through a number of research 

streams including: 

 Simulation trials 

 Observations of pedestrian behavioural interactions with driverless vehicles 

 Automated grocery delivery trials 

 A public shuttle service which offered a hop-on hop-off service at the Greenwich Peninsula. 

More than 31,000 members of the public engaged with the project research, which was conducted 

by TRL the University of Greenwich, Commonplace and the Royal College of Art. The project was 

jointly funded by government and industry and focused on people, rather than technology. 
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SITTING CORRECTLY IN YOUR CAR 

The Association British Chiropractor in conjunction with car manufacturer Citroen has recently 

carried out some research on a sample of 2,066 UK adults aged 16+. The proportion of people who 

reported experiencing back or neck pain was 79.5%, of which 13% reported that driving was a 

trigger. 

Tim Button, from the British Chiropractor Association and himself a Chiropractor and Ergonomic 

Consultant, comments;  

“Many of my patients have complained of neck or back pain when driving, particularly on 

long journeys, so it’s important that people are aware of the best ways to protect their 

back health while in their car. It is also important to note that the human body isn’t 

designed to sit in one position for very long periods of time, so it is advisable to take 

regular breaks on longer drives.”  

Sitting in the right driving position with ones back adequately supported is 

essential if hundreds of people are to prevent permanent injury, suffering 

and reduce the likelihood of regular visits to a Chiropractor. Observations 

of people’s sitting position whilst driving is storing up problems for the 

future as many fail to spend time to ensure that the driving position is 

giving comfort and support whether that be as the actual driver or as a 

regular passenger. Nowadays seats are designed to adjust in such a way 

that provides the requirements to suit all different body shapes and sizes 

thus avoiding many of the back problems caused by sitting in a vehicle for 

long periods of time. 

In particular the back of the seat should be slightly reclined, so that it feels natural to sit 

comfortably. The mirrors should also be set up so you can see all the way around the car without 

needing to move excessively. This will help to avoid neck strain from sudden and repeated head 

movements. The benefits of a well-adjusted seat are outweighed if you don’t sit correctly. It is 

therefore important to sit back in the seat and up against the backrest, so that your spine rests 

comfortably against the lumbar support and the seat back.  

Once seated, your hands should rest naturally on the steering wheel with a slight bend in your 

arms. Check the seat is in the right position to operate the pedals correctly. The seat position 

should be set up so that your feet rest naturally on the pedals. Wearing soft-soled shoes is 

recommended when driving, as high heels or thick soles limit the movement of the legs and feet. 

Not only can this cause tension in your legs, but it is also unsafe if the driver needs to react 

quickly. 

 
 

CYCLE ROUTE PROJECT 
 
Amey has begun work on a £5.4m project in Birmingham to deliver a 4km two-way, fully segregated 

cycle route linking Selly Oak and the University of Birmingham with the city centre. The A38 

corridor scheme is part of Birmingham Cycle Revolution (BCR) - a city-wide project funded by 

Birmingham City Council ‘focused on making cycling an everyday way to travel’. 
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INSTITUTE OF MASTER TUTORS OF DRIVING 

 

Driver trainers are reported seeking to find out more about the Institute of Master Tutors of Driving 

according to information recently supplied by the Institute. The Institute was 

formed some 60 years ago and boast amongst its membership some of the key 

mover and shakers within the industry. Its elite membership overall 

comprises some of the most experienced instructors and related professionals 

in the field of driver training. Meeting as it does on a quarterly basis it finds 

its “headquarters” at the Holiday Inn just off junction 2 of the M6 (outskirts 

of Coventry) making it accessible to all parts of the UK. The Institute is not 

populated with hundreds of members since that was never the intentions of 

its founders but interest in the Institute and those seeking to become 

members appears to be on the rise. Full members are very aware that being 

able to add the psot nominal M Inst MTD and use the Institute’s insignia on their stationery and 

promotional material adds considerable prestige to their business. 

 

Requests for an invitation to attend one of the meetings as a guest from those who are within the 

driver training arena should be made by making contact with the secretary of the Institute - 

secretary@imtd.org.uk and further information can be found at www.imtd.org.uk 

 

 

FEMALE BIKERS HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO RIDE WITH MARIA COSTELLO MBE  

 

Maria is one of the country's most successful and accomplished racers and is the IAM RoadSmart's 

Rider Ambassador. For five years Maria held the Guinness World Record as the fastest woman to lap 

the Isle of Man TT course, when she lapped the Snaefell mountain course at an 

average speed of 114.73 mph in 2004. 

 

Maria's Skills Day takes place at Thruxton Circuit on 11th July 2018. Riders 

attending will enjoy one-to-one riding instruction and tips direct from Maria 

herself. Places are limited, so anyone interested is advised to book as soon as 

possible. Riders attending the Skills Day will ride their own your motorcycle 

and the day is carefully structured to develop skills in a modular way. Most 

attendees end the day with a much greater understanding of their machine 

and themselves as riders. 

 

Some specifics of what will be covered include: 

 

 Entry, apex and exit points, how they vary from road to circuit, how we use them and where we 

should position for view, stability and progress 

 Where to brake, when and how much to brake, how it feels in an emergency. Most people have never 

used their brakes to their full potential  

 Controlled, progressive, smooth cornering 

 Gear selection and how to decide which is the most appropriate gear for the circumstances 

 How to use the accelerator or throttle to add stability to the motorcycle when cornering 

 

This full day session is £149. To book call 0300 303 1134. For more information visit   

https://www.iamroadsmart.com/campaign-pages/skillsday 
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CLEANEST LORRIES WILL PAY LESS TO USE UK ROADS  

 

Haulage firms will benefit from a cheaper fee if they use less polluting lorries in plans to improve 

air quality across the UK.  From February next year (2019), lorries meeting the latest Euro VI 

emissions standards will be eligible for a 10% reduction in the cost of the Heavy Goods Vehicle  

(HGV) levy. The cleanest lorries generate 80% less nitrogen 

emissions than dirtier ones. Those lorries that do not meet the 

latest emissions standards will be expected to pay 20% more. 

Encouraging cleaner lorries as part of the £3.5 billion programme to 

improve air quality. 

 

The HGV Road User Levy, introduced in 2014, was brought in as a 

first step to ensure lorries pay a charge to cover the greater wear 

and tear they cause to road surfaces than other vehicles. This 

change to the levy will further incentivise the industry to choose 

less polluting lorries. When the change comes into effect, more than 

half of UK vehicles will pay less. As increasing numbers of companies 

move to cleaner lorries, the UK haulage industry overall will pay 

less. 

 

Air pollution has improved significantly since 2010 and the HGV levy is just one element of the 

government’s £3.5 billion programme to clean up the air and reduce emissions. Changes to the levy 

mean that from February 2019 EURO VI rated lorries will pay £900 per year (A reduction of £100.00 

whereas EURO 0-V rated lorries will pay £1,200. The current rates is £1,000 per year 

 

 

BRIGHTNESS OF HEADLIGHTS 

The RAC Opinion Panel Survey of 2,061 motorists says 65% of drivers of all ages are regularly 
dazzled by modern headlights – even when they are dipped and the brightness of headlights fitted 
on new cars could increase the risk of motorists having a collision with around 15% of drivers 
admitted they’ve been dazzled by oncoming traffic or when checking their rear-view mirrors. 

Worryingly, 58% of motorists think the brightness of modern vehicle 
headlights is putting drivers at risk – with the majority of drivers who 
are regularly dazzled reporting it can take as long as five seconds 
before they see clearly again. Only 12% of drivers think that the 
brightness of new car headlights is just right; 66% think some models 
are too bright and 22% feel most of them are too bright. Around 66% of 
motorists say they often struggle to tell whether the beam is on full or 
dipped. Others said they’ve been forced to change the way they drive 
with 21% now relying on their wing mirrors more to avoid being 
dazzled. 

Current headlights fitted in UK vehicles range from traditional halogen headlamps, to newer xenon, 
or high intensity discharge lights, and LED headlights. While they have improved the vision of the 
driver using them, suggests this could be at the expense of other road users. Headlight technology 
has advanced considerably in recent years, but while that may be better for the drivers it is 
potentially presenting an unwanted, new road safety issue for anyone driving towards them or even 
trying to pull out at a junction according to views expressed by the RAC. All cars sold for road use 
in the UK have to be fitted with headlamps that conform to standards set by the EU in line with the 
UN's World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations. A UN working party is currently looking 
at the issue of headlight glare. 
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IAM ROADSMART NEW CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

 

 

IAM RoadSmart has named Mike Quinton, former Chief Executive of the National House Building 

Council (NHBC) as its new Chief Executive Officer who took up his post of 23rd April 2018 

 

Mike, 56, was at the helm of the NHBC for more than four years  and 

brings with him an impressive track record of organisational leadership 

gained from three decades in business. After training to be an accountant 

with Prudential, he undertook a variety of finance roles before heading up 

the company's motor and home insurance business. After steering the sale 

of this section of Prudential to Churchill and then RBS, he then moved on 

to Zurich Financial Services' European direct-to-consumer insurance 

operation. The NHBC, where Mike has been most recently, is well known 

nationally as a non-profit distributing company with remit of helping to 

improve the construction quality of new homes.  

 

Ahead of his joining IAM RoadSmart, Mike said: "I was attracted to the role by the company's social 

purpose. All of us can buy in to the need to improve safety on our roads and I relish the opportunity 

to do my bit in that regard. I have been brought in to continue Sarah's good work, and that is what I 

intend to do. I will be very much in listening mode initially, and will get out and about to talk to as 

many people as possible, both within and outside the business. The organisation has a long and 

enviable track record and is clearly highly regarded and authoritative. Recent changes have re-

energised and re-positioned the business and my aim is to make IAM RoadSmart a strong and 

sustainable organisation that is future focussed and a leader in UK road safety for many years to 

come". 

 

Mike replaces Sarah Sillars who has been with IAM RoadSmart for three years during which she has 

overseen dynamic change and re-branding of the organisation 

 

 

SPEED AND CRASH RISK 

 

Governments need to take actions that will reduce the speed on roads – as well as speed 

differences between vehicles sharing the same road, a new report 

has found. The International Transport Forum* (ITF) report, titled 

‘Speed and Crash Risk’, concludes that with higher driving speeds 

the number of crashes – and the crash severity – ‘increase 

disproportionally’. The report points to research which suggests 

that the risk of death is about 4-5 times higher in a collision 

between a car and a pedestrian at 50kmh – compared to the same 

type of collision at 30kmh. The report recommends that where 

motorised vehicles and vulnerable road users share the same 

space, such as in residential areas, 30kmh (20mph) is the 

recommended maximum speed. It also suggests stricter 

enforcement or an upgrade of the infrastructure is needed to 

compensate for the increased risk related to higher speeds. 

A copy of this booklet can be found at  

https://www.grahamfeest.com/home/resources/documents/latest-uploads/ 
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DRIVER AND RIDER TESTING 

 

A Statement from Gareth Llewellyn 

Chief Executive - DVSA 

 

“DVSA helps millions of people use Great 

Britain’s roads safely every day. Across the 

agency, our 

work helps reduce accidents, saves lives and 

keeps both traffic and the economy moving. 

Despite us having some of the safest roads in 

the world, far too many die or are seriously 

injured on our roads each year. Driver error is 

a contributing factor in nearly all crashes. This 

is why our driving examiners, operational 

managers and service development teams are 

passionate about improving 

road safety. We improve standards and make 

sure new drivers have the skills they need to 

help them through a lifetime of safe driving. 

That’s why we updated the driving test in 

December 2017. The new test reflects modern 

driving practices and makes it more relevant 

in today’s world. We’re always looking for better ways to inform, educate and advise road users at 

all stages in their lives - directly, and by serving their instructors and trainers better. So we’ve 

designed this booklet to tell you what we do to help you through a lifetime of safe driving.” 

 

A copy of this booklet can be found at  

https://www.grahamfeest.com/home/resources/documents/latest-uploads/ 

 

 

HELP IN GETTING THE RIGHT CAR SEAT 

 

RoSPA has produced a series of short films to help parents and carers select the correct car seat for 

their child and avoid the most common fitting problems. The 16 videos are available to watch on 

the RoSPA child car seat website and cover the four main types of child car seats: rear facing seats, 

front facing seats, booster seats and high-backed booster seats. The videos provide an introduction 

to car seats and answer questions on size and weight, ISOFIX seats and safety and legality. 

 

The RoSPA child car seat website aims to help parents and carers to:  

 

 Understand the different types of child car seats 

 Choose the most suitable child car seats for your children 

 Ensure your child seats are fitted correctly in your car 

 Comply with the law on how children should be carried in cars 

 Understand how to carry other people’s children safely 

 

The website also provides the latest information on safety recalls and covers related topics such as 

‘Children In and Around Cars’, ‘Safe Journey Tips’, ‘Improve Your Driving’ and ‘Carrying Children on 

Bicycle Safely’. Information and videos at  http://www.childcarseats.org.uk/films/ 
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THE PERIL OF FINDING YOURSELF IN A BUS LANE  

The muddle and confusion about bus lanes in terms of when they operate, whether cyclists can 

make use of them and under what emergency situations might you be allowed to pull into one to 

allow a vehicle travelling with sirens and blue lights is frustrating motorists. In all it is estimated 

that for one reason or another one in three motorists received a fixed penalty notice every year. 

That one in three of course refers to all reasons for which a fixed penalty might be given but the 

ones which often cause the most controversy are those issued for bus lane infringements as we 

often just don’t know and it is not very clear in many instances whether they are in force at the 

time or not. According to a freedom of information enquiry the RAC has been able to find that 

Drivers in the UK’s 20 largest cities are receiving more than one million (1,128,259) penalty charge 

notices (PCNs) for driving in bus lanes every year and the figures suggest councils could be raking in 

scores of millions every year from the charges, prompting calls for a new approach to signage and 

the use of technology Some 3.4m (3,437,348) fines were issued by councils between 2015 and 2017. 

Manchester City Council come out top 

in that period issuing 352,688 and show of 

that 172,311 were in 2017 a 175% increase on 

2015 (62,580 notices). 

Glasgow was second issuing 339,402 notices 

between 2015 and 2017, although the city 

recorded a fall in the number sent to drivers 

annually over the three years. 

Cardiff came in third with 267,713 notices 

Bradford (208,790 notices) and Nottingham 

(194,993 notices) followed on. 

Birmingham City Council saw a 

staggering 2,368% increase in notices issued 

between 2015 and 2017. It issued 31,768 

notices for contraventions across its 19 miles 

of bus lanes in 2017 up from 1,287 in 2015 - 

despite no change in either the miles of bus 

lanes or the numb er of cameras. 

The RAC have concluded that while bus lane fines can vary considerably with London levying some 

of the steepest charges (£160 or £80 if paid quickly), while other metropolitan and provincial areas 

charge much less (around £60). The law dictates that local authorities have to issue the penalty 

charge notice within 28 days of the offence. Motorists can then pay the fine at a reduced rate if 

they do so quickly. A conservative estimate of the total value of the penalty charge notices is in the 

order of £68m a year, or around £200m over the three years. There clearly is a need for a review to 

make it clearer to motorists that they are in a bus lane and what the real terms and conditions are. 

It is very easy to find yourself in a bus lane without realising it and then it’s too late. 
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ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL ‘L’ AND ‘P’ PLATES 

 

A new alternative to traditional ‘L’ Plates has been launched. The ‘Insight Vehicle Sign System’ has 

been developed by Euro Road Safety (ERS), who 

say that when new regulations allowing learner 

drivers on motorways come into effect on 4th June 

2018 it will be even more important for learners to 

stay visible on the road. The ‘unique’ shape of the 

new sign means it will appear at an ‘easy-to-see 

90-degree angle’ to the car door and will not 

impair the driver’s rear view. The sign is designed 

to be visible up to 50 metres in front or behind the 

vehicle. The system fits securely over the glass of 

the passenger window (driver side) and can be 

easily removed when the driver parks. Unlike magnetic ‘L’ plates, it will not be dislodged while 

driving and is easier to remove than self-adhesive plates.   

 

 

SIERRA SAM 

 

I am grateful to Tom Harrington for this conclusion to a more indepth article which he has written 

on the subject of Crash Dummies. 

 

Over the last decade Euro NCAP has become synonymous with crash 

testing and safety ratings. In the same period, the total road death toll 

in the European Community has been reduced by roughly a quarter, 

despite a significant growth in road traffic volumes. One important 

factor is that cars in Europe have become much safer, partly due to 

the vehicle industry’s response to initiatives such as Euro NCAP. Euro 

NCAP provides motoring consumers with a realistic and objective 

assessment of the safety performance of the most popular cars sold in 

Europe.   

 

Euro NCAP has now families of test crash dummies that simulate 

human beings in crash tests. Today, Hybrid III is the standard dummy 

used in test crashes. However, we must not forget the development of 

the first 95th percentile adult male test crash dummy commissioned by 

American Air Force surgeon Colonel John Paul Stapp and created by 

the Sierra Engineering Co. in 1949. To some, he may be vieux jeu, 

inchoate and obsequious and didn’t suffer from amaxaphobia and 

could never compare with THOR – the smarter New Kid on the Block - 

but he was the pioneer of crash test dummies that did so much for 

people and vehicle safety – the trailblazing six-foot tall, steel and 

rubber crash test dummy was simply called - “Sierra Sam”.  

 

 

A copy of the full article can be found at  

https://www.grahamfeest.com/home/resources/documents/guidance-reference/ 
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MONEY WORRIES LINKED TO ROAD CRASHES? 

 

Money worries have been linked to a spike in road crashes according to Dr Sotiris Vandoros who is a 

Senior Lecturer in Health Economics at King’s College London, and an Adjunct 

Associate Professor at Harvard University with a specific interest in health 

economics and behavioural science. Overall  some of his research focuses on 

the impact of economic conditions, shocks and uncertainty on health and 

health-related behaviours.  In some recent work he has highlighted that money 

worries lead to stress, anxiety and lack of sleep which are some of the key 

factors in collisions. His finding have been published in the journal “Preventive 

Medicine” and he believes that we need to introduce Preventive Traffic Control measures that can 

be escalated during periods of economic uncertainty which could save lives. 

 

 

VOLUMETRIC MIXERS TO BE BROUGHT IN LINE WITH HGV REGULATIONS 

 

There will be many who would never have thought that volumetric cement mixers did not fall 

within the normal HGV regulations but 

apprently they do not but that is about to 

change. 

 

The existing legislation means that volumetric 

operators and drivers require NO Operator 

Licence, NO application of drivers’ hours or 

working time rules. However according to the 

Mineral Products Association (MPA), four-axle 

volumetrics have been loaded in excess of 40 

tonnes compared to the legal limit of 32 tonnes 

for HGVs. 

 

NOW under the new legislation volumetric operators WILL require Operator licences, drivers WILL 

have to abide by EU drivers’ hours and working time rules and volumetric concrete mixers WILL be 

subject to HGV testing requirements. Existing volumetrics will be able to operate under a 

temporary regime until March 2028 at the latest. 

  
RENAMING OF SECOND SEVERN CROSSING 

 

The Second Severn Crossing is to be renamed The Prince of Wales Bridge at a ceremony later this 

year. Prince Charles opened the crossing in 1996 and its renaming will mark his 70th birthday year 

and the 60th anniversary of the Queen ‘creating’ him the Prince of Wales. 
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GRADUATED LICENCES PERHAPS CLOSER THAN WE THINK! 

When I speak at various conferences I have a slide which looks at things which keep coming around 

again and again. One is Graduated Driving Licenses which have come back on the agenda this time 

following an intervention by the Prime Minister in response to a parliamentary question. 

It is fair to say that the majority of Road Safety 

Institutions and those who have a road safety profile 

within their organisation support the introduction of 

GDL in some form which would bring with it a 

number of restrictions for a given period of time on 

newly qualified drivers. (It does seem to be unclear 

as to whether this is likely to apply to all new 

drivers or just those between 17 and 25). However 

when it comes to what restrictions or regulations 

should govern such a scheme there is a wide spread 

difference of opinion. It is also fair to say that whilst positive statements come from many bodies 

about its introduction privately many key players have some reservations about what overall value 

will be achieved in terms of casualty reduction in the longer term.  

Although not as yet implemented Northern 

Ireland have been working on such an 

approach for a while now and it would seem 

that we are going to study carefully the 

results of such a scheme once introduced. If 

successful it could well be the trigger for it 

being introduced in the rest of the UK.  

Assuming its introduction in Northern Ireland it 

is currently likely to:  

 Limit the number of passengers new, 

young drivers could carry,  

 Set a minimum learning period of six 

months before a driving test could be 

taken  

 Mandate the displaying of ‘R’ plates 

for the first two years after the passing 

of driving tests.  

Northern Irish authorities are currently in the 

second stage of a public consultation, which 

proposes limiting the number of passengers 

new drivers aged 24 and under can carry for 

the first six months after passing their driving 

tests. Under the plans young drivers would 

only be allowed to carry one passenger aged 

between 14 to 20 during the hours of 11pm 

and 6am for the first six months after passing 

their test – though immediate family members 

would be exempt from this rule.  

The GDL would also mandate a minimum 

learning period of six months before a driving 

test can be taken, while new drivers would 

also have to display ‘R’ plates (short for 

‘restricted’) for two years after passing the test.   

Novice drivers in Northern Ireland already face 

post-test restrictions, which mandate the 

carrying of ‘R’ plates for the first year of 

driving, and set a maximum speed limit of 

45mph - though the proposed GDL system 

would see an end to that limit. 

Whilst there is strong evidence to suggest lower levels of casualties where restrictions are in force 

in various countries which operate GDL once the period comes to an end and the restrictions are 

lifted casualty rates amongst this group show very little change and are still a problem. We would 

of course expect collisions and casualties to fall during any restricted period as drivers are not 

exposed to the normal risks but if this is not sustained then we need to ask what value and what 

has been achieved. 
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ANOTHER WAVE OF ELECTRIC CHARGING POINTS 

 

More rapid charge points for electric vehicles across the Capital are to be 

installed including 51 points solely for use by taxis. Over the last six months TfL 

has installed 100 rapid charge points which can charge a vehicle in 20 to 30 

minutes – compared to the seven or eight hours it takes at regular charging 

points. This will mean that 150 rapid charge points are set to be in place by the 

end of 2018 in London – adding to the 2,000 standard charge points already 

installed across London. 

 

DISABLED PARKING INFRINGEMENTS 

 

A survey conducted by yourparkingspace.co.uk has found that 2.5 million drivers have misused 

disabled parking places. Among the excuses given by motorists for parking in a disabled space were 

that they were in a rush, they thought no-one would notice, they didn’t care and they felt there 

should be no special parking for Blue Badge holders. The most common reason was that they did 

not realise it was a disabled parking spot, indicating that more prominent signage might be 

required at many places. 

 

According to the survey, there could be even more misusing disabled spaces than those admitting to 

it as results also show that nearly two-thirds of people have seen 

someone else doing it.  Motorists need to be aware that this can 

lead to a fine apart from being inconsiderate to disabled drivers.  

As well as harsher financial penalties, including increasing the 

maximum fine to £5,000 to misusers of on-street disabled parking 

spaces, almost a quarter of those surveyed wanted a further 

punishment of three penalty points on a driving licence, while 

more than 1 in 10 backed the idea of community service. A quarter 

of respondents said that they would confront someone misusing a 

disabled parking space. 

 

 MEN LEAD THE WAY!!! 

Some interesting figures have recently come from the DVLA in regard to the apparent difference 

between Men and Woman when it comes to offending. 

In total there are 40,361,967 licence holders in Great Britain of which 21,919,606 are men and 

18,542,361 are woman. The gap between men and woman in terms of holding a driving licence is 

narrowing but it is still men who feature dominantly when it comes to infringements of the law.  

In total 10,600,617 penalty points are currently on licences of which 7,668,498 are held by men and 

2,932,119 held by women. 

Of the 1,703,079 incidents where speeding points were given 69% were men. Men were also guilty 

of 78% of recorded offences involving motorway speeding. 

Men hold 82% of penalty points for inappropriate mobile phone use.  

In the last two years 1,840 drink drive offences have been recorded with 84% at 1,534 being men. 

Men are quick to point out that they drive further amd more frequently than woman and so are 

exposed to the likelihood of having a great number of infringements! 
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THREE New Conferences brought to you by the Graham Feest Consultancy have been announced 

and details will shortly be available. Considerable discount for Early Bird Bookings offering a £30.00 

saving. Details and application form soon available at https://www.grahamfeest.com/home/gfc-

events/upcoming-events/ 

 

Speakers to be announced soon. Limited space for anyone interested in exhibiting details of which 

are available by making contact by either email at graham@grahamfeest.com or calling 01903 

506095/07974 814116.  
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AVERAGE SPEED CAMERA SUCCESS 

 

The Safety Group covering the A9 in Scotland has published the latest data in connection with the 

Safey Cameras following the conclusion of a three-

year reporting period and allowing for a detailed 

comparison with the established 2011-13 baseline 

period appear to be suggesting that the 

intervention of speed and distance cameras are 

giving positive results.  

 

The system has been in operation since October 

2014 and coincided with the introduction of a 50 

mph HGV speed limit pilot on single carriageways 

between Perth and Inverness. Compared to 2011-

13, since the cameras were introduced, the following pattern has emerged: 

 

Dunblane to Inverness 

10 fewer people killed 

16 fewer people seriously injured 

96 fewer people injured 

Average number of fatal casualties down by over 40% 

Average number of ‘fatal and serious’ casualties down by 31% 

Average number of fatal collisions down by over 23% 

 

Perth to Inverness 

9 fewer people killed 

14 fewer people seriously injured 

81 fewer people injured 

Average number of fatal casualties down by over 40% 

Average number of ‘fatal and serious’ casualties down by over 32% 

 

Dunblane to Perth 

2 fewer people seriously injured 

15 fewer people injured 

Average number of fatal casualties down by 50% 

Average number of ‘fatal and serious’ casualties down by over 23% 

Average number of fatal collisions down by 50% 

 

 

INTERESTING FACT 

(Mobile Phones) 

 

 Drivers using a hands-free or handheld mobile phone are slower at recognising and reacting 

to hazards. 

 You are four times more likely to be in a crash if you use your phone.  

 Your reaction times are two times slower if you text and drive than if you drink drive, and 

this increases to three times if you use a handheld phone.  

 Even careful drivers can be distracted by a call or text – and a split-second lapse in 

concentration could result in a crash. 
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LEADING CAR COLOURS 

 

Silver has kept its title of being the most popular car colour in Britain despite a 3% decline in 

popularity which has seen its numbers fall by 205,326 to 6.6m vehicles. New DVLA data shows that 

as of the third quarter of 2017 silver cars made up just over a fifth (21%) of all cars on Britain’s 

roads and that the total number of licensed cars had grown by 1.5m to just over 32.3m.  

 

The appeal of black has grown stronger, further cementing its 

second place in the RAC Insurance Car Colour Rankings, with a 7% 

increase (495,909) to 6.4m registered cars – 20% of all cars. The 

top three is once again completed by blue which enjoyed a 2% 

growth of (100,124) to 5.8m vehicles, which represents 18% of 

the total. Three more colours – grey, white and red – make up 

the big six which each number above 3m cars. Grey is the fourth 

most popular with 4.3m cars on the road in late 2017, up 16% 

(576,117) the first quarter of 2016. White, however, is still the 

fastest growing colour in terms of pure numbers, rising from sixth 

to fifth in the list. There are now 3.6m motorists driving white 

cars, a 27% increase on early 2016, which means white cars make 

up 11% of all cars driven. Red now holds sixth spot with 3.4m 

cars, having been overtaken by white. Green still has seventh 

place but its appeal is waning with a 16% drop in numbers 

(166,616) taking under the one million mark to 899,880 (3% of all 

cars on the road). 

 

The fastest mover in terms of percentage increase, however, is 

cream/ivory which has enjoyed a 36% rise from 19,321 cars in Q1 

2016 to 26,354 in Q3 2017. In terms of overall popularity this only 

represents 17th place out of 19 colours recorded by the DVLA. 

The number of multi-coloured cars remain broadly unchanged at 

7,702. 

 

PARLIAMENTARY AWARD FOR MP 

 

Maria Caulfield, MP for Lewes, has been honoured with a parliamentarian road safety award by 

Brake and Direct Line Group.  

 

The award recognises Maria’s efforts to improve road safety on country lanes 

for all road users. Maria has been campaigning on this issue following a serious 

collision in her constituency in which a lady was knocked off her horse by a 

“speeding driver.” The crash resulted in the horse rider being hospitalised for 

ten days and her horse being put down. As part of the campaign, Maria 

presented a petition in Parliament, signed by over 1,500 local residents, calling 

on country lanes in parts of her constituency to be designated quiet lanes  to 

improve safety for all road users.  
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